
parc vue™



Metal is the world’s most recycled material and is fully recyclable.
Consult our website for recycled content for this product.
Powdercoat finish on metal parts contains no heavy metals,
is HAPS-free and has extremely low VOCs.

To Specify

Select top or side-opening litter, and with or without
liner. Specify top and liner color. Metal basket and base
are available only in Titanium powdercoat finish.
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Visit our website to download presentation quality 
JPGs, CAD details, color charts.

Specifications are subject to change without notice.
Parc Vue design is patent pending.
Parc Vue designed by John Rizzi.
Manufactured in U.S.A.
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Our Purpose Is To Enrich Outdoor Spaces

We believe in the power of design and its ability to
influence and elevate the quality of public space. High
quality products and outstanding customer experience
makes us one of the world’s premier designers and
manufacturers of outdoor commercial furnishings.

Parc Vue™ Receptacle Specifications

Receptacles have 30 gallon capacity. Cast iron base
and wire mesh basket comes standard in titanium
powdercoat. Top-opening or side-opening lid available
in rotationally molded polyethylene, and attaches to
basket with cable. Optional polyethylene urn-shaped
liner and lid come in two standard colors (fog and black)
to coordinate with wire mesh basket. Base has a center
hole for optional surface mounting. Contact your
Landscape Forms representative for details on clear
plastic trash bag option.
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The Parc Vue litter receptacle is a tough tool with a

touch of class. It recalls the wire mesh receptacle

once a staple in city parks and gives the familiar a fresh

face. Designer John Rizzi created a subtly curved metal

mesh basket with an urn-shaped liner. The result is

sculptural in form, robust and flexible in function. In

addition to being used with the formed liner, the mesh

unit can be used without a liner as a simple trash

basket, or with a clear plastic trash bag that allows

contents to be seen for security purposes. A companion

to the Parc Vue bench, the litter compliments a range

of site furniture styles and outdoor environments. 


